ReviewingThis Publish New Review Of ScentBird Monthly
Perfume Subscription Service
ReviewingThis has created an in-depth review of ScentBird, which helps people
access a new perfume every month through a novel subscription service.
ReviewingThis has created an in-depth review of ScentBird, which helps people access a new
perfume every month through a novel subscription service.New York City, NY, United States March 13, 2017 /MarketersMedia/ -- Perfume is something every woman loves to have at her
disposal, and many choose to wear it every day. Most women will stick to one perfume for most of
their lives, as the bottles can last months or even years, and represent an expensive investment to
get wrong should they choose a scent they do not like. ScentBird is a new monthly subscription
service encouraging women to become more playful with their perfume, by offering the ability to get
a new perfume sample mailed out every month. ReviewingThis has just published a comprehensive
review of the service.
ReviewingThis explains the whole process step by step, from signing up for an account and create a
rolling monthly subscription, to receiving a new perfume sample every month through the post.
Individuals can select a specific sample they would like to receive, or get the 'sample of the month'
as selected by ScentBird's expert perfumers.
The review helps people understand what to expect from the package. They describe the website as
a marvel for those who want to indulge in scents and learn more about how they are created. It has
scent profiles for every perfume allowing people to understand the base notes, mid tones and
highlights of each perfume. The subscription is simple, affordable, and opens up a whole new world
to users.
A spokesperson for ReviewingThis explained, "ScentBird helps women become bolder in their
perfume choices. We understand that one scent does not suit for every occasion, and that this
service helps give women the freedom to explore several different samples over time, discovering
new scents while learning more about their preferences. After our experience, we are happy to
recommend the service, which is simple and easy to use while being highly rewarding, from the
initial interactions and scent selection to the delivery and application. We hope this helps more
women become more adventurous with scents."
About ReviewingThis: ReviewingThis was started in 2015 as a means to provide consumers with
unbiased and detailed reviews on many of the popular products or services being made available
through the online sphere. The website is regularly updated by a team of committed writers and
researchers, who independently test and assess every product before publishing actionable insights
in their impartial reviews.
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